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Abstract—In this work, we present a system for detecting a specific musical instrument note playing in polyphonic mixtures based on machine learning method. By using extreme learning machine as a classifier, we generate input features from magnitude data of FFT spectrum, which are processed by an adjustable dynamic level processor. We use the particle swarm optimization to tune the parameter values of this level processor to make the system have the optimal detection performance for the specific instrument signal. Three musical instruments were used in the experiments. These were trumpet, flute and clarinet. We also compare the detection results between using ELM with linear and non-linear output functions for selected features. Furthermore, we show that our system can be used as a musical instrument source tracking system by creating a trajectory of its fundamental frequency using the information from the outputs of the system and illustrating over the spectrogram.

Index Terms—Extreme learning machine, particle swarm optimization, musical signal processing; musical information retrieval

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of musical instrument detection in audio signal are useful for musical information mining since we can directly categorize or search in musical audio database without need to have description data embedded in the audio signal. Furthermore, some musical processing algorithms such as noise reduction and source separation need to adjust the right parameters to give the best processing results. Therefore, knowing the type of musical instruments from audio signal makes these algorithms able to adjust parameters automatically. In this work, we present a system that is capable of detecting a single note of a specific (solo) musical instrument in musical polyphonic mixtures. This means the system has abilities for both detecting a musical instrument type and estimating its pitch (or playing note). The system can operate on block-by-block of audio signal, which is able to use it as a musical source tracking in audio signal by visualizing the trajectory of the fundamental frequency of the solo instrument (the specified instrument detected by the system) created by information given by our system on a time-frequency representation such as the spectrogram. In our point of view, this kind of detection is considered as a pattern classification task. A classifier in the system is used for mapping between input feature vector and indicating outputs. Each output represents each playing note of the specified (solo) musical instrument.

Basically, the instrument detection system can be designed to use input feature vectors compiled by MPEG-7 standard [1]. However, our system needs more information about the fundamental frequency since it is designed to identify a playing note or F0 of the specific (solo) instrument, which specified by the user during training phase. The features should be able to provide information for estimating the fundamental frequency. Instead, features generations using information from FFT-magnitude spectrum are be used. We perform evaluations of different variations of methods for generating input feature vectors and present procedures to tune the parameter values of the level compressor using a variant of particle swarm optimization or PSO.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is an over view of the system and method. Sections III-VI will explain about the feature extraction, the dynamic level processor, ELM and PSO respectively. We describe about our experiments in Section VII followed by the result discussions in VIII. Section IX will explain about visual experiment to create the trajectory while conclusion is in Section X.

II. THE SYSTEM AND PROPOSED METHOD

The main concept of our work is to design a system that is capable of detecting a playing note of a specific musical instrument. This can be used for detecting and tracking the instrument signal even some polyphonic accompaniments exist in the background. The input of the system is audio signal and the outputs of the system are the playing notes of the specific musical instrument. Ideally, the outputs of the system should be active when considered instrument (specified by user during training phase) is played but, not active when other instruments are played as they are background music or noise. Therefore, this can be achieved by using a common pattern classification system that is composed of three parts: feature extraction, classification, and output mapping. The feature vector is generated in feature extraction part by using FFT and adjustable level processor while the classifier is Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), which its decision is made by selecting the highest firing output.

To optimize the system for having the best performance on the specific instrument signal, we use PSO to search for the optimal values for all parameters of the dynamic level processor used by the feature extraction part. The reason we rely on the level processor is that different musical instruments have different dynamic ranges and we assume that these differences can be used as dominating features to distinguish between different types of the instruments. We
show a simple diagram of our system in Fig. 1. The first part of the system is the feature extraction. We need the system to be able to operate on block-by-block of audio, which each block can be a single frame or multiple frames depending on a method for extracting the features (this is to prevent confusion with frame-by-frame when multiple frame features are used).

As mentioned, the features can be extracted from either single or multiple frames of FFT. Only magnitudes data are needed. The magnitudes are then processed using an adjustable dynamic level processor. To have the best performance, we need to tune the parameter values by PSO.

We choose ELM as the classifier because of its immediately learning ability. Finally, we design outputs of the classifier to have 89 outputs. These are for 88 active notes and one inactive note. Totally, we have 89 classes and only one class can active at time. The reason that we need one output for inactive note is to reduce the learning complexity of the problem since this configuration makes classification problem become multi-class problem instead of multi-label problem (two or more classes can be active at the same time). There are two situations to use the outputs of the system: instrument note detection and fundamental frequency trajectory tracking.

To detect the note, we apply a maximum function on the outputs of the ELM to find which output gives the highest firing value. We then assign that output to be active and the rest are non-active. The active output is used to indicate that the instrument in our consideration is active and playing the note which can be determined by the active output. For example, if the output number 40 is active, this instrument is playing C4.

To create the trajectory, we need to convert the note number from the output of the system and create a short continuous line between adjacent blocks (or frames) that have active notes. Normally, the conversion can be achieved by simple multiplication, depending on frequency scale used for the visual representation. For example, if we use 12-tet scale, there is no need for the conversion.

Fig. 1. Musical instrument detection system the output can be used for both detecting and tracking the specific instrument signals.

To investigate how flexibility effect on dynamic level processor, we implement dynamic level adjusting step using two configurations. Those are dynamic level adjusting with 2 and 4 adjustable points, which can be implemented using (7) and (8) respectively. Both types use the same cleaning step shown in (9). More adjustable points give more flexibility to tune the level processor for a specific audio source, but lead to more parameters and computational steps.

For 2-point level processing, 5 parameters are used. These are \( th1, ad1, g1, g2 \) and \( ct \). The \( th1 \) and \( ad1 \) are used to control threshold level while \( g1 \) and \( g2 \) are used to control the gains. The cleaning process is controlled by \( ct \). For 4-point level processing, 9 parameters are used. These are \( th1, ad1, ad2, ad3, g1, g2, g3, g4 \) and \( ct \).

\[
\begin{align*}
th2 & = th1 + ad1 \\
th3 & = th2 + ad2 \\
th4 & = th3 + ad3 \\
g1 & = g1 \cdot ath2
\end{align*}
\]
output types will be compared: linear and non-linear outputs. In another word, least-square solution. In this work, two ELM hidden and output layers using basic matrix operation (14) or calculating the output-connection weights between the hidden layer, the neural network learns immediately by ignoring those weight and bias adjustments in the hidden layer, then feeding all training examples to the network by randomly setting both bias and weight values of the hidden layer, then feeding all training examples to the network by randomly setting both bias and weight values of the hidden layer [2]. This concept is closely relating to a random vector field layer in the hidden layer processor can also operate independently at different frequency bands by dividing the spectrum into 8 frequency bands. Two configurations for the band-wise processing are used. The first one, the bandwidths are exponentially increased toward high frequency whereas the second configuration, the bandwidths are constantly fixed over the whole spectrum. We use abbreviation E and L respectively in the Table I.

TABLE: SUMMARY OF THE FEATURES EXTRACTION METHODS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>No.of Frames</th>
<th>No.of Level Adjustable points</th>
<th>No.of Frequency Bands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 (See II-B)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 (See III-B)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8E (See IV-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8L (See IV-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8E (See IV-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8L (See IV-B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE

The extreme learning machine or ELM is a recent method for training single hidden-layer feed-forward neuron networks (SLFNs) without using of gradient-based parameter adjustment between input and hidden layers [2]. This concept is closely relating to a random vector field layer in functional-link neural network. We can train the neural network by randomly setting both bias and weight values of the hidden layer, then feeding all training examples to the network. Ignoring those weight and bias adjustments in the hidden layer, the neural network learns immediately by calculating the output-connection weights between the hidden and output layers using basic matrix operation (14) or another word, least-square solution. In this work, two ELM output types will be compared: linear and non-linear outputs.

A. Linear Output (Common Case)

Basically, ELM is composed of two network layers. The first layer is hidden layer which has non-linear output units while the second layer is the output layer which contains the linearly summing unit to sum up values from the hidden-layer outputs as shown in Fig 3.

Assuming that we have N examples of n-dimension inputs and m-dimension outputs, the input patterns (example input vectors) are in X and output patterns (example output vectors) are in Y as show in matrix forms in (10) and (11) respectively. To train ELM with L hidden-layer units, we first randomly assign input-connection weights w and hidden biases b and calculate all h values using (12). The hidden-layer activation function is tanh. After that, we construct hidden-layer output matrix H using (13). Finally, we calculate the output-connection weights C by (14). After training, we use ELM to predict output values in matrix T by using (15).

\[
X = \begin{bmatrix}
x_{11} & \cdots & x_{1n} \\
x_{N1} & \cdots & x_{Nn}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(10)

\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
y_{11} & \cdots & y_{1m} \\
y_{N1} & \cdots & y_{Nm}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(11)

\[
h_{ij} = f(\sum_{k=1}^{n} x_{ik} w_{kj} + b_j)
\]

(12)

\[
H = \begin{bmatrix}
h_{11} & \cdots & h_{1L} \\
h_{N1} & \cdots & h_{NL}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(13)

\[
C = (H^TH)^{-1}H^TY
\]

(14)

\[
T = HC
\]

(15)

B. Non-Linear Output

It is common for the neural network to have non-linear outputs to make strong output decision. This can be seen as Fig. 4 and equation (16) in ELM output layer without output-layer bias where g is the non-linear output activation function. In this case, we use (17) to calculate the output weights.

\[
Y = g(HC)
\]

(16)

\[
C = (H^TH)^{-1}H^T g^{-1}(Y)
\]

(17)

In this work, when ELM with non-linear output is mentioned, we mean tanh function is used as the output-layer activation function. Therefore, during prediction phase, we can calculate the ELM outputs using (18).

\[
T = \text{tanh}(HC)
\]

(18)

In order to ensure that values from inverse of tanh function can be calculated, we scale the output patterns to have values between -0.9 and 0.9.

VI. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Finding the best parameters for the level processor is a
hard task as there are many possible solutions. In order to accelerate parameter searching, we use a particle swarm optimization or PSO to adjust parameters of the level processor.

A. Classical and ATRE-PSO

PSO is one of meta-heuristic optimization techniques [3]. The PSO mimics the behavior of a social interaction when creatures help together for finding the best solution of the problem for instance, a group of birds finding for their best food source. Each particle is act like each flying bird looking for the best solution or food source. Generally, each bird flies closely to the bird closest to the best local food source but also looking for other better food sources as well. That mean, all birds in the swarm are not only looking for the local best food sources but, also the global best food source. This strategy can be useful for finding the best parameters in a complex system, since there are many local best solutions and make many local traps for conventional searching methods.

Although a classical PSO as mentioning above is capable of solving many problems, we found that the algorithm has less variations control between particle positions. We therefore choose to optimize the level processor using ATRE-PSO [4] instead. This ATRE-PSO is a modified version of attraction and repulsion PSO to improve variation control between positions of particles in the swarm.

B. Implementation of ATRE-PSO

In our implementation, we introduce a mechanism to reduce useless particle by forcing the swarm to replace the worst particle with a copy of the best particle then it always from the best particle by multiplying the best particle weight to the performance of the validation set since a standard derivation.

\[ dL = L_{best_{ij}} - P_{ij} \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

\[ dG = G_{best_{ij}} - P_{ij} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

\[ ar = a \cdot \text{random} \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

\[ br = b \cdot \text{random} \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

\[ cr = c \cdot \text{random} \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

\[ V_{hi} = l_{hi} \cdot V_{i} + ar \cdot dL + lw \cdot br \cdot dG + lw \cdot cr \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

\[ V_{mi} = l_{mi} \cdot V_{i} + ar \cdot dL - lw \cdot br \cdot dG + lw \cdot cr \]  \hspace{1cm} (25)

\[ V_{li} = l_{li} \cdot V_{i} - ar \cdot dL - lw \cdot br \cdot dG + lw \cdot cr \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

\[ DS = \text{mean}(\text{std}(P)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

\[ V_{new_{i}} = \begin{cases} V_{hi} & \text{if } D_{high} < DS \\ V_{mi} & \text{if } D_{low} \leq DS < D_{high} \\ V_{li} & \text{if } DS < D_{low} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

\[ P_{new_{ij}} = P_{ij} + V_{new_{i}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

In the equations, we keep positions in n-dimensional space of each particle in P while each V is used to keep each particle velocity. We use subscript i for the ith particle and subscript j for jth dimension, which is jth parameter in this work. The Lbest and Gbest are the local and global best positions respectively. We calculate diversity using (27) where std is standard derivation.

C. Parameter-Searching Work Flow

To set the optimal parameters for the level processor we perform parameter-searching steps as follows.

1) \( N \) sets of parameter values are initialized randomly. In our work \( N=10 \) and it is the number of particles in the PSO.

2) Extract the features using parameter values, we have set and train the system.

3) Test the system using both training set and validation set (test set A). Finding average detection performance of both sets using (30). In our work, we give 2-time more weight to the performance of the validation set since a number of examples in validation set is twice that of the training set.

\[ Perf = 0.5 \cdot Perf_{\text{train}} + Perf_{\text{validate}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (30)

4) Use PSO to find the new sets of parameter values by using (29).

5) if Perf is higher than the previous one then kept the new parameter set (if two sets having the same Perf then keep only one).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS

A. Preparing the Samples

We used audio samples recorded by Philharmonia Symphonic Orchestra [5] and MIS [6] databases.

B. Datasets

We generated three data sets, which are training set, test set A and test set B. These data sets were generated by first, a specific instrument, which was a solo instrument we needed to detect, was selected. After that, the note of this specific instrument was randomly selected and mixed with other randomly selected musical instruments from 16 instruments as they were used for simulating some background noise. These were instruments left after the first three instruments were chosen for acting as solo instrument. All instruments in the experiments are 2 manufacturers of trumpet, trombone, tuba, F. horn, oboe, E. horn, bassoon, clarinet, flute and only one manufacturer of piano. This step is repeatedly until we have enough numbers of examples for training and testing the system. In the experiment, we have 1400 examples for training set and 2800 examples for each test set. The mixing ratio between the solo instrument and background noise is 1:1 and the polyphonic numbers of background instruments are 1, 2, 4 and 6 notes (all have equal numbers of examples).

C. Training the System

The system was trained by two steps. The first step was to find the optimal parameters for the level processor. This step was done as explained previously in the parameter-searching section, which we used PSO. The training set and validation set (test set A) in this step was 1:2. This was to force PSO to find optimal solution with a good generalization rate since there were more unseen data than the trained data.

In the second step, after the optimized parameter values were found, we trained the system with these parameter values. The training set in this step was from test set A (2800
examples). This was to increase a number of examples when using the system in real situation.

In our experiment, we wanted to detect three solo instruments. Thus, we trained three systems for three different instruments. These instruments are trumpet, flute, and clarinet.

**D. Result Calculations**

We use two formulas to calculate the system performance. These are accuracy (31) and precision (32). Accuracy is used for measure class accuracy which gives information about how well the classifier can give the correct output class. For our system, 89 classes are in considering in the formula since the ELM in our system have 89 output classes. However, since we need to know only how well the system can give the right note rather than the right classes (we have 89 classes but, only one of them is considered for showing the result), precision may be more useful. If we consider both of the equations, precision is calculated based on false positive error (FP) only while accuracy adds false negative errors (FN) in calculation. In our system, if only one missing output active, the rest will be non-active. This gives both FP and FN even only one error occurs and both of the errors lead to twice the error measurement when using the accuracy formula.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP + FN} \tag{31}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \tag{32}
\]

Finally, we evaluated the system by training and testing the system for 100 times. The results are shown after finding the mean values of the detection results from this evaluation. We also put confidence interval values calculated with parameter
\[ \alpha = 0.00001 \]
on the top of the bars for all results in Figs 5-10. The methods 1-7 are indicated as M1-M7 in those Figs.

The results for some particular mixing situations of methods 2 and 4 are shown in Figs. 8-10. In those Figs., “on+x” labels are the results when the considered (solo) instrument was active in the test and x is a number of the polyphony in the background. In another case, when the considered instrument was not played, we use “off+x” labels. Therefore, only x polyphony instruments in the background were active.

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We show the detection results for different feature extraction methods separately for clarinet, flue and trumpet signals in Figs.5-7. The feature extraction methods 1-7 are represented as M1-M7, while M4+, M5+, M7+ are method 4, 5 and 7 when parameter values of the level processor are used separately for different 8 bands. That means we optimized 40 parameter values (5 parameters x 8 bands) during the training phase. This is to make tuning mechanism more flexible and finely tune specific values to all different bands.

However, the detection results are almost the same for different feature extraction methods M4-5, and M7. This may show that separately parameter optimizing in each frequency band is not necessary. The methods M2 and M4 are selected for further evaluations as to represent single- and multiple-frame features. The different performances between single- and multiple-frame features are mixed depending on musical instruments. For clarinet and flute Figs. 8-9, multiple-frame feature seems to flavor the system but, oppositely for trumpet Fig 10. This may be because trumpet generates more varying spectra between frames so that the slightly distorted spectra can give error in the prediction of the classifier.

For linear and non-linear outputs, there are also very little different between the detection results as shown in Fig. 11. The actual outputs of the ELM are different as can be seen in Fig. 12. However, the decision of the classifier is finally depending on the maximum function, which makes the results almost the same for both types of the outputs.

Effects of different initial random input weights of ELM are also small for all features.
IX. TRACKING SPECIFIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

A higher representation of sound is useful for some application such as analysis and synthesis of musical and vocal signals. The example of this representation is sinusoidal model which is used to show the sinusoidal trajectory of an audio object [7]. The fundamental frequency trajectory of specific instrument is an alternative way to visualize the audio object and can tell where and when the considered or solo musical instrument is played. We show that our detection system can be used as musical instrument source tracking in time-frequency representation. In the visual experiment, we generated the first instrument signal using sample from RWC databases [8] and randomly mixed with sample from PHO [5] and MIS [6] databases. Although the system was not trained by the samples from RWC database, it can also track the right instrument at some accuracy. Figs. 13-15 show the trajectory tracking on top of the STFT (Short time Fourier Transform) magnitudes. In these Figs, we scaled the frequency axis (Y) using 24-tone-equal-temperament scale to make it easy to observe, while the time axis (X) is used to show the STFT frame. The trajectory is created by using information from outputs of the detection system which gives the fundamental frequency (the first harmonic) of the specific instrument. The fundamental frequency position ($TFP_{pos}$) in the T-F representation can be calculated using the following equation

$$TFP_{pos} = \left(\frac{27.5 \times 2}{res}\right)^{\text{Activeoutput} - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)

where $n$ is a number of tones per octave in n-tone equal temperament scale and $res = \frac{\text{Sampling frequency}}{\text{FFT points}}$ is frequency resolution if we put the trajectory on top STFT. Only the first 88 outputs are used for finding the position. The 89th output of the system will active when no note from the considered instrument is active. Therefore, the trajectory will stop when this output is active as we can see in the examples that sometime the system cannot detect the note even the considered instrument is playing. This is the problem that we will correct it in the future work.

X. CONCLUSION

We have presented the method to construct the musical instrument note detection system using ELM as the classifier. The front end of the system uses the adjustable level processor that can be tuned to have the best detection performance for the specific musical instrument by using the PSO during the training phase. The system can be trained to detect the note played by only the specific instrument, which make the system can be used in the instrument source tracking application by converting the outputs of the system to the fundamental frequency trajectory of the specified instrument and put it on the STFT magnitudes.
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